




Answers will vary



Sprays water creating layers of ice

Measures temperature of ice

Removes loose snow/ice from rink surface

Repairs/renews ice surface

Used to cool rink and rink floor

Boundary walls defining parameters of rink

Evenly spreads or removes water left by hose 
or ice resurfacer

Used to create lines, circles, and logos on rink



Solid

Gas

Liquid









Answers will vary

Perceived and measured body heat should increase with 
more/rigourous movement.



Answers will vary but should include references to heat

Less

Less

Cold is the amount of heat, or lack thereof, an item possesses









Mixture is fluid Mixture should be solid

Ice and salt are solid

Some solid ice and 
salt but mostly salt 
water

Answers will vary including heat transfer between bags and external heat from bodies, air, and friction.

The temperature of the cream mixture is warmer than the ice/salt mixture surrounding it. The heat is trans
ferred to the much cooler ice/salt, and eventually salt water, surrounding the small bag. Air inside the small bag 
is incorporated, increasing the volume of the cream mixture as it freezes.  

Answers will vary



Answers should refer to ice clarity or inability to see lines and circles on the rink

Answers will vary Answers will vary



Answers will vary. Students should note things like clarity, surface shape, etc.

Answers will vary. Students should pay particular attention to ice clarity

Controlling for temperature and preventing additional air to be trapped, results in clearer ice
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Answers will vary



Answers will vary

Answers will vary

Answers will vary



Stores snow and ice gathered 
from blades and brooms

Tank stores water for sprayer 
used on the cleaned ice surface

Water is distributed evenly, freezing to the 
cleaned/cut ice, to create a new, flat layer
more suitable for play

Evenly spreads and smoothes 
water distributed by sprayer

Collects snow, ice, and debris scraped 
by blade and brushes,
directing it to the vertical screw

Directs snow, ice, and debris
collected by horizontal screw 
upwards, into snow collection
tank

Scrapes rough, uneven
layer off top of ice sheet





The  Zamboni is used to resurface a sheet of ice so it is smoother and better for play.

Answers will vary. Examples: braking or stopping 

The  Zamboni is used to clean snow from the surface, scrape the top/used layer of ice, spray warm water

and distribute it. The new layer of water freezes to the other ice in a smooth, flat layer.




